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ABSTRACT Protecting against interference is essential at a timewhenwireless communications are essential
for sending large amounts of data. Our research presents a novel deep learning technique, the ResNeXt
method and embedded Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) model (RNT), rigorously developed for real-time
phishing attack detection. Focused on countering the escalating threat of phishing assaults and bolstering
digital forensics, our systematic approach involves SMOTE for managing data imbalance during initial
data processing. The model’s discriminative capability is improved, particularly in the feature extraction
process, when autoencoders and ResNet (EARN) are integrated with feature engineering. The ensemble
technique of feature extraction reveals crucial data patterns. At the core of our AI categorization is the RNT
model, optimized using hyperparameters through the Jaya optimization method (RNT-J). Rigorously tested
on real phishing attack datasets, our AI model consistently outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms by a
substantial margin of 11% to 19% while maintaining exceptional computing efficiency. Furthermore, our
model achieves 98% accuracy, low false positive/false negative values, and a statistical execution time with
a mean of 36.99s, median of 35.99s, minimum of 34.99s, maximum of 41.99s, and a standard deviation
of 1.10s. Moreover, it demonstrates superior accuracy with SMOTE (98%) and without SMOTE (83%)
compared to other algorithms. This state-of-the-art AI study, which focuses on digital forensics, offers
enhanced security and optimized productivity for businesses and industries, signifying a breakthrough in
the continuing battle against phishing attempts. Through strengthening protection against interference in
wireless communication, our AI research strives to amplify data accessibility, resilience, and trustworthiness
in the face of cybersecurity threats within the organizational context.

INDEX TERMS Phishing attack detection, deep learning, ResNeXt, gated recurrent unit, digital forensics,
cyber security, artificial intelligence.

I. INTRODUCTION
Phishing, a fraudulent activity utilizing both social and
technological tactics to acquire financial and personal
information from unsuspecting customers illicitly, remains
a prevalent cybercrime [1]. Among the well-established
methods is email spoofing, involving the creation of deceptive
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emails with a forged origin, often distributed through
social media platforms, impersonating reputable entities to
trick users into visiting fraudulent websites and disclosing
sensitive information like usernames and passwords [2]. The
utilization of devices by hackers to install malicious software
further compounds the risk, facilitating unauthorized access
and interception of user credentials.

Phishers employ various platforms, including email,
forums, URLs, messaging apps, text messages, and phone
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calls, to obtain user information [3]. Their deceptive content
often mirrors legitimate websites, enticing users to interact
and divulge personal information [4]. The primary aim of
phishing is financial gain or identity theft, causing disruptions
to businesses worldwide [5].
One important non-profit group that gathers, examines,

and regularly updates the public on worldwide phishing
activity is the Anti-Phishing Study Group. The surge in
phishing attempts from 2022 to 2023, with over 300,000
recorded in July 2023, highlights the urgency of cybersecurity
measures [6]. Webmail remains a preferred target, with a
significant increase from 600 to 1100 phishing attempts on
well-known firms monthly, emphasizing the persistent threat.
California’s stringent laws, such as the Anti-Phishing Act of
2016 [7], [8], aim to penalize individuals involved in phishing
assaults with imprisonment for up to five years or fines.

Criminals resort to creating illicit replicas of legitimate
websites and communications, especially from financial
institutions, deployingmisleading emails to a broad audience.
This phishing tactic, involving logos and phrases from
reputable businesses, catches users off guard, leading them
to counterfeit websites and increasing the risk of data
misuse [9]. Despite the urgency of phishing prevention, many
organizations need more technology for detecting fraudulent
URLs. Deep Learning (DL) algorithms, including Graph
Convolutional Networks (GCN) and Bayesian Addition
Regression Trees (BART), have shown promise in identifying
features in observed datasets [10].
Traditional URL detection relies on blocklists, but their

effectiveness is challenged by the constant rise of mali-
cious URLs not on the list, facilitated by methods like
the Domain Generation Algorithm (DGA). Recent studies
in Phishing Detection (PD) focus on DL methods, with
models like XGBoost for text preprocessing in email
bodies and URLs [11]. XGBoost, by examining email
structures, web addresses, files, sender information, and
metadata, efficiently processes large databases, extracting
essential features and managing noise for effective phishing
categorization.

Modern procedures necessitate a departure from traditional
methods, incorporating a higher degree of human inter-
vention. Modelling approaches using robust chronological
datasets, including Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN),
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), and Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN), significantly enhance the efficacy of phish-
ing detection techniques. In the realm of digital forensics,
these neural network models play a crucial role in identifying
and preventing phishing attempts, contributing to a more
secure cyber field [12].
This study introduces noteworthy contributions and

novelty to the field of cybersecurity and phishing
attack detection, emphasizing innovation, adaptability, and
efficiency:

1) Lightweight Model for Reduced Processing Time:
The research introduces a ResNeXt-embedded Gated
Recurrent Unit (RNT) model designed for real-time

phishing attack detection. This lightweight strategy aim
involves significantly reducing the time for processing,
which raises defence system effectiveness.

2) By introducing the Jaya optimization approach (RNT-
J) for tuning hyperparameters, the research raises
the possibility of responses that are flexible through
dynamic tuning. Optimizing the model dynamically
yields optimal values that enhance responsiveness and
ensure its adaptability to a range of adaptive phishing
attack scenarios.

3) The paper presents a novel design that uses the SMOTE
for information preparation for recognizing phishing
attacks. The framework’s resistance to various kinds
of phishing behaviour scenarios is ensured through this
new approach to data imbalanced.

4) Another significant property of the framework
is its ability to adapt to new inputs readily.
Such adjustable functionality gradually boosts the
algorithm’s reliability by ensuring that the recog-
nition approach remains effective in confronting
the effects of changing phishing techniques and
attributes.

5) Thorough Runtime Network Analysis: By utiliz-
ing EARN Ensemble (autoencoders and ResNet) to
introduce sophisticated feature extraction, the study
surpasses conventional metrics. The model’s dis-
criminative capability is improved by the ensemble
technique, making it possible to identify important
patterns linked to phishing assaults.

6) Improved Model Settings with RNT-J: The study
advances the use of the Jaya optimization method
(RNT-J) for model hyperparameter optimization.
Through constant fine-tuning, the model is made to
function at its best, which improves the accuracy of
phishing detection.

7) Comprehensive Evaluation and Outperformance:
Through rigorous testing on real phishing attack
datasets, the proposed algorithm continuously out-
performs the most advanced algorithms already
in use. This significant contribution highlights the
model’s capacity to preserve computational efficiency
while achieving better outcomes, ranging from an
11% to 19% improvement across several assessment
measures.

Collectively, these contributions offer a significant improve-
ment in the efficacy, efficiency, and responsiveness of
cybersecurity measures by positioning the suggested frame-
work as a sophisticated and flexible solution for phishing
attack detection.

The following is the arrangement of the document’s suc-
ceeding sections: In Section II, previous research is reviewed
with a focus on dataset compilation. Section III explains
the research technique. Section V presents a discussion of
the outcomes, whereas Section IV looks into the results and
their analysis. The study’s findings are finally summarized in
Section VI.
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II. RELATED WORK
Many academic studies have examined the results of phishing
websites. Our technique leverages important ideas from
previous work, whereas our current method is influenced
by a thorough examination of previous attempts to identify
phishing using URL characteristics. Author in [13] outlined
a method for identifying phishing attacks based on URL
analysis. Their research used many algorithms to examine
URLs from a range of data sets, comparing results using
different deep learning (DL) techniques and hierarchical
structures. To determine if this approach was effective,
certain URL characteristics had to be evaluated, the website’s
administration and functionality had to be verified, and the
website’s visual representation had to be evaluated.

DL algorithms were used with skill to examine various
aspects of URLs and web pages. Paradoxically, the author
in [14] presented a unique technique that focuses on
accurate and successful phishing website identification using
URL analysis. We define our novel neural network (NN)
architecture in terms of many parallel components, the first
of which is the removal of surface-level URL characteristics.

However, in the work of [15], scholars were able to use
simple characteristics to determine the legality of URLs
while still producing accurate and trustworthy deep features
of URLs.The findings of each component are combined
to establish the maximum efficiency of the technology.
A thorough analysis of a dataset from the internet confirms
that, even after devoting a reasonable amount of time
to the identification of phishing websites, our system is
still comparable to other detection algorithms. A system
for recognizing phishing webpages using Tag Distribution
Language (HTDL), HTML, and URL characteristics was
suggested by [16]. They achieved this by building concise
HTDL and URL characteristics, which allowed HTDL
string-embedding operations to operate independently of
external infrastructure. A large database including more than
31,000 HTDL and URL characteristics was tested, and the
results showed that accuracy was 97.24%, True Positive (TP)
rate was 4.99%, and False Negative (FN) rate was 2.74%
[17]. Author in [18] recommended an intelligent phishing
detection method based on website text features to combat
zero-day phishing tactics.

Researchers have developed artificial intelligence
(AI)–based algorithms that employ machine learning and
deep learning approaches in response to the widespread cyber
dangers and vulnerabilities that internet users confront [19].
The goal was to build a strong system that could identify
phishing attempts and lessen the dangers of cyberattacks.
The system aims at extracting this information fromURLs by
using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) using n-gram
features. In order to identify the ideal settings for improved
performance, the study methodically investigates the effec-
tiveness ofmany n-gram feature extraction approaches.When
utilizing single characters, the most notable results are noted.
Only 0.007 seconds are needed for URL categorization, while

35 seconds are needed for model training using 65 characters
in an epoch. Using a dataset of high-risk URLs, the
algorithm notably achieves an exceptional accuracy of about
87.70%.

In order to forecast whether a given URL represents
a phishing link, the researchers provide a unique deep
learning architecture called Texception [20]. This is an
inventive method of doing so. Character-level and word-level
information from the URL are incorporated into Texception,
which differs from traditional techniques and minimizes
the need for manually created features. By using separate
parallel convolutional layers, the architecture may become
either wider or deeper. Based on production data, Tex-
ception demonstrates excellent adaptation for new URLs
via the Microsoft Smart Screen application dataset. With a
remarkable rise of 127.6%, the genuine positive rate is still
remarkably low at 0.02% in the false-positive data.

The researchers used sequencing techniques for reliable
resource identification. Their suggested method showed a
95.38% TP rate in successfully identifying zero-day and
phishing assaults. Past research used the text structures
of websites to build frameworks for phishing detection,
but phishers managed to avoid detection by including
information from outside sources. Author in [21] examined
the effectiveness of the long short-term memory (LSTM)
classifier while investigating the field of spoofing site
prediction using hyperlinks as a data source for DL models.
Their study compared a new RNN-based technique with
an RF classifier-based method using fourteen web address
analysis criteria. In terms of average accuracy rate, an LSTM
model that treated a hyperlink as a text sequence performed
better than an RF classifier. The LSTM algorithm yielded
97.4% accuracy even in the lack of specialist knowledge
for feature construction [22]. Their focus was just on the
text-feature perspective of webpages; the model’s efficacy
may be increased by including additional elements like
images and frame characteristics.

Author in [23] examined two URL datasets for phishing
detection using CNN and CNN-LSTM logistic regression
in a different assessment. Information from several sources
was combined into their dataset, including lists of mal-
ware domains, ransomware domains, and phishing website
domains from PhishTank and OpenPhish. More than seventy
thousand URLs were used for testing, and more than sixty
thousand URLs for training. Compared to other frameworks,
the CNN-LSTM architecture performed better and achieved
an accuracy rate of almost 97% for URL classification [24].
This design was selected because it recognized real data web
addresses. However, only text-based features are used in our
suggested method, which offers room for improvement by
adding more features and optimizing variables for higher
precision. As a result, our proposed Smart Phishing Detection
System (IPDS) was built upon the limitations found in
previous research. The summarized view of the existing
studies is shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. Phishing detection studies overview.

Multiple studies have advanced our knowledge and use of
deep learning techniques in the field of phishing detection.
Notably, the authors of the study by [25] provide a
thorough taxonomy, discuss present difficulties, and suggest
potential paths for using deep learning to phishing detection.
Propose a deeper phishing detection tool that applies deep
learning to URLs in [26], highlighting the effectiveness of
their methodology. A phishing detection system using a
combination of LSTM-CNN is proposed by the author in
[27], demonstrating the integration of many deep learning
architectures. Using deep learning in contemporary security,
researchers in [28] describe a novel method for phishing
detection with an emphasis on Uniform Resource Locators
(URLs). By providing a method for identifying and mitigat-
ing phishing attempts, the author in [29] advances the area
and provides guidance on how to bolster security protocols.
To improve the accuracy and efficacy of phishing detection
systems, researchers in [30] investigate intelligent phishing
website detection using deep learning. These research works
highlight the many ways that deep learning may be used to
counteract phishing attacks and offer insightful information
for the advancement and enhancement of phishing detection
systems.

Using machine learning classifiers to improve detection
accuracy, the authors of [31] perform a comparative anal-
ysis that focuses on semantic characteristics for phishing
detection. A machine learning method utilizing hyperlink
information for phishing detection is proposed by researchers
in [32], which helps to explore various attributes to enhance
detection skills. An earlier study by [33] focused on
client-side phishing website detection and offered a machine
learning-based method to improve the detection of such
dangerous websites. All of this research looks at various
aspects and techniques to improve the overall efficacy of
detection systems, which advances the area of phishing
detection.

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The increasing complexity of phishing attacks presents a
significant threat to cybersecurity. Phishing is an increasingly
common danger to both individuals and businesses. It is a
method that combines social engineering and technology.
Phishing primarily aims to undercover acquire sensitive
information, such as personal or financial details, endan-
gering both one’s privacy and financial security [34], [35].
Email spoofing is a popular tactic employed by hackers,
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in which phony emails with fictitious sender addresses are
sent. These emails frequently pose as coming from reliable
sources in an attempt to fool recipients into responding to
phony links or divulging private information. Phishing efforts
have a greater impact and reach when they are disseminated
through social media platforms. This can result in issues
beyond only money losses, such as identity theft [36],
[37]. The frequency of attacks using phishing is increasing
in spite of countermeasures. The changing techniques of
attackers prove to be too much for traditional solutions,
particularly those that rely on static blocklists. Novel ways
to anti-phishing efforts are required since sophisticated
techniques like Domain Generation Algorithms (DGA) make
detection even more difficult [38]. Present approaches often
concentrate on certain facets of phishing, such as text analysis
in emails or URLs. Comprehensive models that take into
account the different components of phishing schemes–such
as attachments, URLs, sender information, pictures, and
textual content–are critically lacking [39].

Our research proposes an improved hybrid strategy to
address these issues and get beyond the limits of current
anti-phishing systems. Our architecture utilizes the RNT-J,
which is capable of deep learning, to offer more resilient and
adaptable protection. By including the Jaya Algorithm, the
model is further improved and becomes more adaptive to the
changing risks posed by phishing. This study is in line with
our overarching objective of creating a robust RNT-J Deep
Learning Framework for Cybercrime Forensics, and it makes
a substantial contribution to the current endeavor to fortify
cybersecurity against advanced phishing attempts.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL
The conceptual framework developed for phishing webpage
detection and flagging is presented in this section. Our
model uses a combination of ensemble approaches to
address the difficulties involved in detecting fraudulent web
content, realizing the importance of accurate and reliable
phishing detection tools. Feature engineering, reduction of
dimensionality, and a new classification technique are all
incorporated into this comprehensive strategy to maintain
operational effectiveness while effectively identifying mis-
leading activity. By addressing the interpretability criteria
essential for successful cybersecurity in multiple domains,
the proposed system model seeks to improve phishing
detection accuracy and accommodate the dynamic nature of
deceptive actions. The suggested model and the related steps
are shown in Figure 1.

First, our model receives the features from the dataset
as input. The preprocessing stage is started and entails
addressing missing data, normalization, and other things.
Resolving this imbalance is essential for robust training
of models because of the dataset’s class imbalance, which
shows that occurrences of phishing websites only account
for 3.27% of all observations. We begin data preparation
using the SMOTE technique in order to address class
imbalance. SMOTE is used to create artificial samples for

the minority class and improve overall dataset balance by
balancing the distribution of classes within the dataset.
We employ the Ensemble AutoEncoder with ResNet (EARN)
model for obtaining features after finishing this crucial
preprocessing step. ‘‘par’’ The EARN model is a crucial
tool for combining low-dimensional and multidimensional
variables and provides a thorough approach to handling data
variances. During the feature extraction phase, we generate
various ResNet and autoencoder algorithms with different
layer configurations and architectural details. Encoders that
using the EARNmethod are trained unsupervised observation
in an effort to reduce the input although preserving its
fundamental features. For every autoencoder which has been
trained individually loss functions like mean error must be
used in order to help in the extraction of attributes within
the encoder component. Regardless of class labels, this
phase operates solely to extract hidden attributes required for
additional categorization.

By integrating data generated by automated encoding
processes alongside the ResNet method, possible to generate
a combination feature model during the Features Ensembler
Classifiers step. Upon base of this combined features vectors,
an algorithm with an RNT-J categorization level made up of
bypassed links and pertinent layer is subsequently created.
By connecting the collected attributes to labels that indicate
classes, the algorithm enhances its categorization skills
and gains the capacity to classify instances. Additionally,
we employ an innovative technique called ensemble learning
(EARN) to boost the model’s resilience and effectiveness.
To create an EARN model, we vary the starting seeds,
autoencoder architectures, and ResNet configurations.

A. DATASET DESCRIPTION
In this study, our focus revolves around a meticulously
curated dataset comprising 10,000 instances, each charac-
terized by various attributes associated with URLs and web
pages. The dataset, obtained from Kaggle [40], is specifically
designed for the identification of phishing websites, aiming
to discern between reliable websites and potential threats.

1) DATA COLLECTION PROCESS AND CHARACTERISTICS
Compiling the dataset required a thorough procedure of
gathering instances that display various characteristics related
to phishing attempts. These phishing attack datasets were
compiled from carefully selected sources to provide a
complete and representative sample. These features were
selected in order to collect a wide range of data, including
the length of the URL, the number of dots in the URL, the
presence of subdomains, and other pertinent data indicative
of phishing activity.

The collection includes a wide range of characteristics,
each of which provides information about a distinct facet of
the properties and structure of a URL. A thorough review of
these features is given in Table 2, which gives a thorough
rundown of the features of the dataset. Several essential
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FIGURE 1. Proposed framework for phishing attack identification.

FIGURE 2. Data collection process.

characteristics for phishing identification include the quantity
of query elements, the existence of double slashes in the path,
unusual form actions, the proportion of external resource
URLs, and other signs.

2) INTEGRATION INTO PHISHING DETECTION SYSTEM
This dataset plays a pivotal role in the training and evaluation
of our proposed Phishing Detection System (IPDS). The
system integrates a diverse array of machine learning and
deep learning methodologies to effectively detect and flag
potential phishingwebsites. The rich information provided by
the dataset’s features empowers the model to make informed
decisions during the detection phase. The flow of data
collection is shown in Figure 2.

B. PREPROCESSING OF DATA
The first and most important stage in preparing datasets
for phishing website detection analysis and modeling is to
perform basic preparation operations. Handling uncompleted
information These methods involve data sizing standard-
ization and the elimination of unnecessary data. Through
the completion of these tasks, enhance the consistency and
improvement of the information, laying the foundation for
precise evaluation and effective modelling in seeking for
likely phishing attack scenarios.

Managing Absent Data: Addressing handle of the discrep-
ancies in the information we have that result from missing or
insufficient data is the fundamental task of managing values
that are missing. One method that is frequently used for
this is mean imputation. In mean imputation, the missing
entries are replaced by using the mean value, which is
determined by averaging the known data points within a
certain characteristic. A concise representation of the process
is provided by Equation 1 [41]:

Ffilled =
1
C

C∑
j=1

Fj (1)

Ffilled signifies the values that are anticipated to fill in the
gaps,Fj represents the values that were initially observed, and
C indicates the total number of non-missing values.
Removing of Duplicate Records: Removal of duplicate

records helps to minimize bias brought on by duplications,
keep our data accurate and dependable, and make sure that
our dataset is made up of unique data points. All records need
to be analyzed and contrasted with one another in order to
retain just the unique ones.

Sdistinct = {si ∈ S : No identical entry in S matches si} (2)
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TABLE 2. Summary of features in the phishing detection dataset.

Sdistinct denotes the dataset with all duplicate entries elimi-
nated. Within this dataset, si stands for a single, unique entry,
and S for the original collection, which could have included
duplicates.

Data scaling is an essential stage in the data preparation
process that guarantees consistency and standardization
among all numerical parameters. The two most popular
techniques for doing this are min-max scaling and standard-
ization. The process of standardization involves transforming
a specific characteristic, X such that its standard deviation
equals one and its mean, or average, value, is equal to zero.
We can compare feature X with other features in a dataset
efficiently thanks to this transformation [42], as shown in
Equation 3;

Ynormalized =
Y − µ

σ
(3)

In the above equation, Ynormalized denotes the normalized
feature, Y represents the original feature, µ is the mean, and
σ is the standard deviation.However, a feature Y is adjusted
using min-max scaling to fit inside a certain range [0, 1] [42].

Ynormalized =
Y − Ymin

Ymax − Ymin
(4)

The variable Ynormalized now stands for a feature that has
undergone normalization or rescaling based on its original

value (Y ), its minimum value (Ymin), and its maximum value
(Ymax).

C. SMOTE METHOD TO HANDLE DATA BALANCING
One major challenge in identifying phishing websites is
handling the imbalance between reputable websites and
phishing websites. This mismatch makes traditional algo-
rithms to detect phishing occurrences effectively. We analyze
the SMOTE [43], an advanced approach, to overcome this for
the phishing class.

Synthetic instances are created between a fake website
(m1) and its nearest neighbors in the region of features
(x01 and x02) as part of the procedure. A random number
between 0 and 1 is added (random(0, 1)) to increase
the degree of randomization. Then, the variations in the
features of the initial phishing site and its nearest neigh-
bors are supplemented with this random value. New data
points that aid in closing the gap between the overlooked
phishing class and its surrounding data are the outcome.
Equation 5 [44] illustrates how this improves the visi-
bility and depiction of phishing incidents in the entire
dataset.

(M1;M2) = (m1;m2)+random(0; 1) · (x01−x1; x02 − x2)

(5)
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FIGURE 3. Data augmentation process (SMOTE).

A random number between 0 and 1 is produced by using
Random(0, 1). We calculate the difference, represented as
(x01 - x1; x02 - x2), between the feature values of the given
instance and those of its nearest neighbors. To create several
fake examples for the underrepresented class, this process is
repeated several times. The SMOTE algorithm helps alleviate
the problem of class imbalance and improves the model’s
capacity to identify phishing websites when it is used in our
phishing detection system. The process of data augemntation
through SMOTE is shown visually in Figure 3.

D. FEATURE ENSEMBLE LEARNING
This section provides insight into our approach to ensemble
learning, combining the advantages of feature extraction
using both autoencoders and ResNet models within the
framework of a well-balanced dataset. The aim is to
strengthen our ensemble model, augmenting its robustness
and discriminative powers for enhanced performance on a
variety of tasks.

1) EXTRACTING FEATURES FROM AUTOENCODERS
When working with balanced datasets, autoencoders are very
good at obtaining insightful representations from the input
data. To obtain attributes from the balanced dataset, we use
autoencoders in our ensemble technique. E(input) is the
encoder function that converts the input values x into an
efficient format called ensmb_auto:

ensmble_autoenc = Ex(inputData) (6)

2) EXTRACTION OF FEATURE WITH ResNet
Our feature extraction method is substantially strengthened
by the use of ResNet architectures. Using previously trained
ResNet algorithms that have been fine-tuned on our balanced
dataset, we capture complex hierarchical features. The
feature vector that ResNet extracts is f_resnet, and
it originates from the network’s topmost fully connected
layers:

fresnet = Func(inputVal) (7)

3) ENSEMBLE INTEGRATION
Our method combines feature vectors from ResNet models
and autoencoders into a single representation that efficiently
captures a wide variety of characteristics extracted from
a well-balanced dataset. The ensemble feature vector,
represented as ensemble_feature, is created through
concatenation or weighted averaging.

4) CONCATENATION
The two feature vectors are merged directly, forming a single
ensemble feature vector:

feature_ensemble = [ensmb_autoenc, resnet_func] (8)

5) AVERAGING BY WEIGHT
The feature vectors from autoencoders and ResNet are given
particular weights (wauto and wresnet). Next, these feature
vectors are combined using the allocated weights to generate
the ensemble feature vector:

ens_feat = wauto · ensmb_autoenc + wresnet · func_resnet
(9)

This attribute vector collectively captures a broad spectrum
of data by combining high-level qualities identified by
ResNet with specific information from autoencoders. The
algorithm performs exceedingly well on problems requiring
properly-balanced datasets as a result of this integrative
method, which improves the model’s ability of sequence
detection.

E. ENHANCING FEATURES AND POST-PROCESSING
Improving the accuracy of vectors of attributes generated
through pair learning is essential when trying to set up these
for subsequent machine learning operations. The following
are a few crucial tasks at the next process phase:

1) UNIFIED CODING SYSTEM
At this point, the classification attributes within feature
vectors are handled, and the consequent classes are converted
into vectors of binary values. This ensures that the algorithm
is compatible with machine learning techniques to enhance
its functionality.

2) COMPONENT ANALYSIS CONVERSION
reducing data while retaining substantial connections and
trends is the objective of PCA conversion. The formula which
follows is used for achieving this, dividing an element of data
D into its separate elements:

PCA = D · V (10)

3) EVALUATION OF CLUSTER UTILIZING THE SILHOUETTE
APPROACH SCORE
A key statistic to measure the level of accuracy of groups
formed throughout a clustering study is the Silhouette
Rating [44]. subsequently assesses how tightly a component
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within a single cluster corresponds to the others (cohesion)
rather than with items in different clusters (separation).
Essential data regarding the efficacy of clustering can be
gathered by the Silhouette Rating, which has a number
between −1 and 1.

• Effective cluster can be determined by an aspect of
evidence which fits perfectly into its cluster as well as
distinguishes away from endpoints within other clusters,
as well as by a significant affirmative silhouette rating
with a value near to 1.

• A data point that is close to the border between
two nearby clusters but does not have a significant
correlation with either is indicated by a silhouette score
of about 0.

• Since a data point with a silhouette score of about −1
is more comparable to points from a different cluster,
it may have been incorrectly assigned to a cluster.

In assessing clustering algorithms, this scoring system is
essential for figuring out how many clusters are best for
efficiently separating and grouping related data points.

4) ANOMALY DETECTION WITH ISOLATION FOREST
MODELING (IFM)
As prior research has shown [45], IFM is particularly good
at quickly locating and separating outliers from a dataset.
In contrast to conventional techniques that concentrate on
simulating typical data points, the isolation forest builds a
collection of decision trees in order to identify anomalies.
The identification process only requires a few many sections
in a structure resembling a tree to separate anomalies from
most data points. Using this method to detect anomalous
or fraudulent activity is particularly helpful when dealing
with datasets that have uneven class distributions. During
the testing phase, every observation is given a score for
anomalies by the IFM based on its training. The effectiveness
of the model in recognizing odd data sets is demonstrated
by higher scores for anomalies, which also imply a larger
chance of outliers or anomalies in areas like cybersecurity
fraud detection and defect control.

F. CLASSIFICATION USING RNT-J
Its specific purpose is to identify scams. A reliable and
flexible architecture for classifying information from phish-
ing websites is the ResNeXt-GRU model. The proposed
approach combines the continuous training and contextually
comprehension built into GRUs with the powerful feature
mining abilities of the ResNeXt architecture. Figure 4 shows
how the internal structure of the ResNeXt GRU Model is
organized.

Feature Extraction using ResNeXt: The initial raw data
input from phishing websites is when the feature extraction
procedure begins. This data goes through a series of changes
inside the ResNeXt component. In the ResNeXt block,
a thorough description of this feature extraction stage is given
for every route i:

FIGURE 4. ReNeXt-GRU model.

• Convolutional Layer: Convi = Convolutional Layeri
(input)

• Batch Normalization: BNi = Batch Normalizationi
(Convi)

• ReLU Activation: ReLUi = ReLU(BNi)
Here, input represents the raw data that was obtained via

phishing websites. The variables Convi, BNi, and ReLUi,
respectively, represent the batch-normalized output of the
route i following batch normalization, the output of the
convolutional layer, and the outcome of applying the ReLU
activation function.

Path Cardinality: Cardinality-based segmentation is strate-
gically used to divide the data into many routes, which
increases the model’s ability to capture a variety of char-
acteristics. This process is known as path cardinality and
concatenation. Through the ResNeXt architecture, each route
processes the data independently. These route outputs are
concatenated to provide a thorough feature representation
after being enhanced with additional information:

Concatenation

= [RLUFunc1,RLUFunc2,RLUFunc3,RLUFunc4] (11)

Concatenation creates a single representation by combining
the outputs (RLUi) from all paths–four in this case–into one.

1) GRU-BASED SEQUENTIAL MODELING
In a GRU layer, the combined attributes are processed. This
stage adds a time-based analysis layer to the model to assist
it recognize the sequential linkages and changing patterns
observed in phishing websites. The following is a summary
of the mathematical model of GRU operations [46], [47]:

α = σ (Wα · [Concatenation, βt−1] + bα) (12)

β = σ (Wβ · [Concatenation, βt−1] + bβ ) (13)

γt = tanh(Wγ · [Concatenation, α · βt−1] + bγ ) (14)

βt = (1 − β) · βt−1 + β · γt (15)
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TABLE 3. Optimized hyperparameter values.

The characteristics of the updated GRU layer are expressed
by these formulae. In this case, ‘‘βt’’ represents the state that
is hidden at the time point ‘t,’ and the two separate barriers or
’α and ‘β’, oversee the information flow and related control
mechanisms.

The intricate design of the suggested Gated Recurrent
Unit (GRU) ensemble with ResNeXt model for phishing
detection is shown in Figure 5. In order to create embedding
vectors, the method starts with the input layer and channels
URL characteristics via the embedding layer. The residual
features and intermediate representations are extracted in
the multiple-layer ResNeXt Block that follows. Following
that, these characteristics go via the Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) Block, collecting and honing sequential information
and temporal relationships. The Attention Mechanism, when
positioned strategically, improves the model’s concentration
on important segments of the input sequence. Sequential
learning and robust feature extraction are enhanced by the
synergistic combination of ResNeXt, GRU, and Attention
Mechanism. The Output Layer presents a complete model
for real-time phishing attack identification by generating
phishing detection probabilities based on the learnt attributes.

2) TUNNING WITH JA
During the Jaya Algorithm (JA) fine-tuning phase, we con-
centrate on improving hyperparameters that are essential
to our ResNeXt-GRU model’s efficiency, integration, and
generalization. The table below provides specific hyperpa-
rameters along with their corresponding values:

The repeated analysis and update of hyperparameter values
is guided by the Jaya Algorithm, which draws inspiration
from population collaboration and improvement. The stages
outlined in Algorithm are followed in the optimization
process, which evaluates the effectiveness of the model on
validation data using an objective function. 1.
The Jaya Algorithm optimization process for hyperpa-

rameter tuning in the context of phishing website detection
is shown in Algorithm 1. Several symbols, each with a
distinct meaning, are used in the algorithm. The population
of hyperparameter settings is P. f (selected_solution) is the
objective function that is used to assess the performance of a
chosen configuration. [L,U ] defines each hyperparameter’s
exploration range, which makes sure configurations stay

FIGURE 5. ReNeXt-GRU architecture.

inside reasonable bounds. ϵ is the symbol for the conver-
gence threshold. In the optimization process, the optimal
configuration chosen at each iteration is represented by
Cbest. In addition, Ci indicates a unique configuration inside
population P. In order to converge on the ideal collection
of hyperparameters, the method updates these configurations
repeatedly.

IV. DISCUSSION
A. ENHANCED MODEL GENERALIZATION AND
ADAPTABILITY IN PHISHING DETECTION
The model performs well in a variety of scenarios seen
in the testing data, displaying a respectable level of gen-
eralization. This implies that it can extend the patterns it
learnt in training to brand-new, untested data points. The
extensive ensemble approach that combines ResNet models
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Algorithm 1 Enhancing Hyperparameter Optimization for
Identifying Phishing Websites With JA
1: Data as Input:
2: Ensemble of base-parameters configurations PO
3: Objective/Goal calling function f (solution_chosen) for

Phishing Websites
4: Range for exploration [G,H with every tuning-

parameter
5: Converging point ϵ
6: Output Data: Optimal hyperparameter ensemble
7: procedure RefineHyperparametersForPhishing
8: Populate Po with randomly generated tuning_param

sets.
9: setup optimal configuration PTLoptimal using a

randomly chosen configuration from PO.
10: while No Achievement towards convergence do
11: for Every configuration Ci within PO do
12: Create an arbitrary integer. rn fluently

distributed within [0, 1].
13: Update the configuration:
14: PTLi = PTLi + r · (PTLoptimal − PTLi)
15: Ensure configurations stay within the explo-

ration range:
16: PTLi = min(G,max(H ,PTLi))
17: end for
18: choose configuration along superior objective

procedure output-value as PTLoptimal.
19: end while
20: end procedure

with autoencoders helps the model adapt to a variety of
phishing attack types. Combining ensemble learning with
the various seedings, autoencoder architectures, and ResNet
configurations in the EARN model improves its ability to
recognize and adjust to the many subtleties seen in dynamic
phishing strategies. In real-world circumstances, where the
proportion of phishing incidents may be substantially lower,
the model demonstrates resilience in tackling the problem
of class imbalance by utilizing the SMOTE. The algorithm’s
flexibility in identifying small evidence predictive of phishing
attempts is enhanced by the combination of depiction
of features, which includes both a high degree qualities
identified by ResNet and precise information from encoders.
The attributes are additionally enhanced by the use of
binary subsequent processing steps, PCA transform clusters
assessing, and recognition of anomaly, that increase the
algorithm’s adaptability in recognizing irregularities and
unique phishing patterns. when the RNT framework is
applied to classification, an ongoing learning component
is added. thereby it possible for the framework to identify
temporal patterns and adapt to the changing characteristics
of phishing attempts. In the long run, a cohesive strategy that
considers the many challenges posed by the unpredictable
circumstances of phishing scams, continuous improvement,

and dynamic fusion of diverse approaches has led to an
extensive adaptation of the model’s parameters.

B. SCALABILITY ANALYSIS AND REAL-WORLD
EFFICIENCY
Furthermore, our study on scalable emphasizes the adapt-
ability of our strategy in other cybersecurity contexts. After
undergoing extensive training on a variety of datasets, our
phishing detection technology has an impressive ability to
adjust and forecast accurately in a wide range of settings.
This flexibility, which enables the model to dynamically
modify itself based on particular characteristics of various
circumstances, is an essential feature. Through training, our
model proves its effectiveness in a variety of scenarios, which
improves its predictive power and guarantees consistent
performance in scenarios outside of the training set. In real-
world applications, where phishing attack landscapes are
always changing, this adaptable characteristic is essential.
Our model’s adaptability, acquired through a variety of
training situations, places it in a position to offer a reliable and
scalable solution for complex problems faced by extensive,
real-world cybersecurity deployments.

C. INTERPRETABILITY MEASURES
Our technique prioritizes interpretability to increase the
predictability of the model and satisfy the critical need to
understand AI choices in the cybersecurity domain. Our
model’s interpretability feature was purposefully included in
the design to prevent the decision-making process from being
viewed as a black box. We provide a better understanding
of our model’s reasoning by including interpretability mea-
surements, which is essential for fostering understanding and
confidence in the cybersecurity community. The incorpora-
tion of ensemble learning techniques enables our framework
to adopt a diverse approach to interpretability. The collection
of ResNet models and autoencoders offers an organized and
thorough perspective of the attributes impacting the model’s
forecasts. The PCA transformation, cluster assessment,
and binary encoding processes also help to improve the
interpretability of the model’s conclusions. The capacity
to examine and understand AI-driven decisions is crucial
for efficient threat analysis and response, which is why
this interpretability capability is so useful in cybersecurity
applications.

D. DATA DIVERSITY
The cornerstone of any strong phishing detection model is
its capacity to recognize and adjust to a wide range of attack
routes. Our dataset in this study, which is described in great
length in the feature description that is provided (Table 2),
is evidence of the purposeful selection of features intended
to capture the complex nature of phishing attempts. Our
feature set includes structural aspects like the path’s double
slashes, the hostname’s length, and the URL’s constituent
parts, as well as more subtle semantic markers like email
submissions of information and the appearance of random
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sequences. With this all-encompassing approach, we can be
sure that our model is sensitive to the intricacies present in
complex phishing efforts, in addition to being able to identify
patterns that are obviously malevolent. The breadth of our
feature set suggests a deliberate attempt to cover different
aspects of phishing activities, even if the details of the test
datasets are described in detail.We specifically list the variety
of phishing attack vectors that our test datasets include in
order to increase the transparency of our study. By doing this,
we are able to present a more comprehensive picture of the
variety that our model has experienced and assimilated during
the training and assessment stages.

We understand the dynamic nature of cyber threats and
the need of regularly testing our model against various
phishing attack variants. This proactive approach not only
demonstrates our dedication to strengthening and improving
our model, but it also supports an industry-wide necessity
that encourages cooperation in order to remain ahead of the
constantly changing strategies used by cyber attackers.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
During this stage, TensorFlow was used within IDE envi-
roment of Google-Colab setting by using the powerful
processing unit resources by improving our system’s ability to
identify phishing websites. The implementation was carried
out in the Python programming language within the Spyder
IDE from the Anaconda distribution. Our proposed model
underwent evaluation using three datasets related to phishing
incidents. The outcomes of these evaluations are discussed
below.

The correlation matrices in Figures 6 to 10 provide
a comprehensive overview of the relationships between
attributes in the dataset, organized in groups of 10 attributes
per figure. Each cell in the matrix represents the correlation
coefficient, ranging from −1 to 1, indicating the strength
and direction of the relationship. Observing these matrices
helps identify patterns of strong positive or negative corre-
lations, highlighting potential linear relationships between
attributes. Additionally, noting low or zero correlations
between certain attributes suggests independence. Analyzing
these correlation matrices aids in feature selection, reveals
potential multicollinearity, and provides insights into the
intricate relationships within the dataset, which is crucial
for enhancing the effectiveness of phishing website detection
models.

In our analysis, When comparing the number of occur-
rences between phishing and authentic websites, we first
noticed an imbalance in the dataset. To address this issue,
we employed the SMOTE algorithm, a method designed
to balance imbalanced datasets. Figure 11 illustrates the
initial state of the dataset, highlighting the disproportionate
distribution of phishing and legitimate instances. The clear
discrepancy in the number of data points for each class is
evident in this visualization. Following the application of the
SMOTE algorithm, as depicted in Figure 12, we achieved
a balanced dataset. The figure demonstrates how SMOTE

FIGURE 6. Confusion matrix of attribute 1 to 10.

FIGURE 7. Confusion matrix of attribute 11 to 20.

effectively generated synthetic instances for the minority
class, resulting in an equalized representation of both
phishing and legitimate instances. In order to prevent the
machine learning model from becoming skewed towards a
particular class, a balanced dataset is essential for training the
model.

Figure 13 visually represents the results of applying
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for dimensionality
reduction after the feature extraction and selection process
using autoencoders and a shallow neural network. In this
visualization, the selected features from the dataset have been
transformed into a two-dimensional space using PCA. Each
point on the scatter plot corresponds to a data instance, and
the color of the points is determined by the target variable
(phishing or legitimate). The scatter plot demonstrates the
distribution and separation of instances based on the reduced
features. The goal of this visualization is to showcase how
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FIGURE 8. Confusion matrix of attribute 21 to 30.

FIGURE 9. Confusion matrix of attribute 31 to 40.

well the selected features, obtained through the combined
autoencoder and shallow neural network approach, contribute
to distinguishing between phishing and legitimate websites
in a lower-dimensional space. The plot provides insights into
the clustering and separation of data points, offering a visual
assessment of the effectiveness of the feature extraction and
selection technique for phishing website detection.

We used the optimization technique JA to send the
hyperparameters through RNT-J and evaluate the model’s
performance. Furthermore, we assessed our model by cal-
culating its True Positive as well as True Negative values,
which are displayed for the suggested and current approaches
in Figure 14.

The confusion matrices corresponding to the classification
techniques used in this work are shown in Figures 15 to 19.
It offers a graphic depiction of the model’s performance

FIGURE 10. Confusion matrix of attribute 41 to 50.

FIGURE 11. Imbalance data.

FIGURE 12. Balanced using SMOTE.

in terms of TP, TN, FP, and FN, specifically. Among
the numerous approaches that are currently in use, the
suggested RNT-J method is noteworthy for having the lowest
percentages of false positives and false negatives. This
discovery highlights the effectiveness of RNT-J in reducing
misclassifications, demonstrating its superiority over other
approaches in obtaining a more accurate and dependable
phishing detection.
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FIGURE 13. Component analysis of the features.

FIGURE 14. Suggested method’s and the current approaches’ ROC curves.

FIGURE 15. Confusion matrix of proposed method.

FIGURE 16. Confusion matrix of BERT.

The accuracy values of several strategies used to identify
financial fraud using the dataset are shown in Figure 20.

FIGURE 17. Confusion matrix of CNN.

FIGURE 18. Confusion matrix of ResNet.

FIGURE 19. Confusion matrix of SVM.

FIGURE 20. Precision of both suggested and current (Dataset).

Higher accuracy levels indicate greater performance. Accu-
racy quantifies how effectively each approach properly
identifies fraud events.
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TABLE 4. Comparing the proposed RNT-J model’s performance with
current models.

TABLE 5. Statistical analysis of the execution time.

Using a variety of Established Models with the phishing
dataset, Table 4 offers an impressive analysis of the Proposed
RNT-J model. With an astounding accuracy record of 98%,
RNT-J has demonstrated remarkable performance. With this
great precision, RNT-J is clearly a very successful approach
for identifying phishing inside the dataset, demonstrating its
outstanding capacity to recognize phishing attacks. RNT-J’s
improved performance compared to the evaluated existing
models signifies a noteworthy advancement in security, pro-
viding a dependable and strong instrument for strengthening
fraud detection systems and improving the overall accuracy
and reliability of phishing attempt tracking.

Table 5 presents a statistical study of the processing time
for many models intended to forecast the identification of
phishing websites. The table provides insightful information
by displaying how long each model takes to execute in order
to provide predictions. It gives data on the degree of variance
in these durations as well as the average time, median value,
and lowest and maximum execution times.

SMOTE’s Effect on Data Balance and Feature Selection:
We evaluated several feature selection strategies in Table 6
by doing hypothesis testing on both equal (SMOTE) and data
that is unbalanced. The outcomes show a notable difference
between the two circumstances, underscoring the important
role that data balance plays. Compared to the post-SMOTE
condition before SMOTE was used, The whole information
balance and the number of pertinent characteristics chosen
varied significantly. This emphasizes how important SMOTE
is for managing data imbalance and affecting how well
feature selection techniques work.

TABLE 6. Performance assessment using PCA with various feature
choices. (SFeat: Sample of feature).

VI. CONCLUSION
With significant implications for digital forensics and online
security, our work represents a breakthrough in the ongoing
problem of phishing website detection. Despite technical
advancements, creative solutions are still necessary to counter
growing phishing threats. Our model RNT-J, specifically
designed for real-time phishing website analysis within the
digital forensics framework, handles modern complexity and
big datasets related to phishing threats with exceptional
performance. RNT-J is better able to identify and assess
phishing behaviour in addition to digital forensics. In a
comparative analysis against ResNet, DenseNet, BERT,
and ELMo, RNT-J outperforms these methods in terms of
accuracy, swift pattern identification, and efficient integration
with digital forensics capabilities. Two key elements of RNT-
J’s superiority are the considerable improvement in phishing
website recognition accuracy and the quick discovery of
hitherto unknown patterns. This concept provides a compre-
hensive strategy that effectively addresses inefficiencies in
the present methods employed in the field of digital forensics.
Our model aptly reflects the need for more comprehensive
comparative studies, demonstrating the potential of RNT-J
for performance evaluations based on real-time information
obtained from phishing websites. This methodology, when
seen within the broader context of digital forensics, rep-
resents a major advancement in the fight against phishing
attempts, leading to improved security and operational
efficacy.

Our study contributes significantly to defence online
activities in the field of cyber security, where sophisticated
algorithms are necessary to fortify defences. It also closely
studies digital crimes associated with phishing attempts.
We want to use more sophisticated hybrid algorithms in the
future, which will improve the accuracy and efficiency with
which we identify phishing attacks.

ABBREVIATIONS
The following abbreviations are used in this study.
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TABLE 7. Abbreviations.
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